Before anything else, let's thank all the people who contribute to this project. Many people do, in very different ways. Special thanks to our donors to our "silent friend" from Germany for the coffee!

Many thanks also to all the developers who interacted with us on Github lately. We've seen a lot of new faces and very cool contributions. A slack team was recently set up to improve communication between new developers and the development team.

The Linux Mint project has published their monthly recap of activities going on for April with this popular desktop Linux distribution.

To little surprise, much of their time has been spent on setting up their re-base against Ubuntu Bionic (Ubuntu 18.04) for Linux Mint 19 and Debian Stretch for the upcoming LMDE3.
(Linux Mint Debian Edition). As part of these upcoming OS releases, they have also been buttoning up the Cinnamon 3.8 desktop environment update.
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